Hospitality
Feel what light can do for your guests

Koepelkerk, Renaissance Hotel
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Installation done by LivingProjects

Feel what light can do
for your guests
Lighting energises us, makes us comfortable and allows us to enjoy interacting with
others. Philips provides flexible lighting solutions that empower guests to personalise
their spaces, adjust environments according to moods or activities and create a unique
experience at the touch of a button. Whether they’re working, reading or relaxing, we
can help your guests feel like they have a home away from home. We can help you
make the switch to LED easier than you could possibly imagine, enhancing life in your
hotel, bar or restaurant with the power of light.

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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Feel at home in
your hotel

First impressions
It is vitally important to make your hotel stand out,
it should be distinctive and give guests a memorable
experience so they come back and recommend it to
other people. When guests first set foot in a hotel they
briefly have a look around. Good lighting helps to make
their first impression positive - focusing their attention
on the reception desk and interesting objects around the
hotel entrance to make them feel welcome. The lighting
also operates as a virtual but silent hotel guide. Make
your guests feel guided in the right directions and along
corridors to their rooms, lifts, bars or restaurants.

Personalizing guest experiences
Lighting plays an important role in personalizing guest
experiences. Each guest is different and wants a
customized experience during his/her stay. Business or
leisure, luxury or functional - guests want to be able to
personalize the atmosphere and control lighting to suit
their individual needs in their hotelroom. Philips’ lighting
controls enables your guests to set the right ambience and
control not only lighting but HVAC, blinds and TV as well.
With our meaningful lighting solutions we contribute to
provide your guests with the ultimate ambient hospitality
experience.

Guests want to relax in a personalized environment that makes them feel at ease, much
like their own homes.

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions

Energy saving
The Hospitality industry is one of the sectors with the
largest energy savings potential. Laundry, air conditioning,
24/7 operations - all add to a high CO2 footprint. Lighting
is one of the most impactful ways to cut costs; 42%
of energy usage comes from lighting, of which 70% is
inefficient. We have developed a full range of lighting
solutions that will help you save costs and improve your
bottom line without compromising on the quality of light.

Feel responsible

Meaningful solutions
LED technology holds tremendous potential to conserve
energy on a global scale. Our LED lamps and luminaires
set new standards in watts consumed per square meter,
especially combined with our lighting controls. LEDs also
eliminate the need for hazardous substances and because
they are designed to last up to three times longer,

they create even more savings in terms of maintenance.
Due to their low heat output the building needs less
cooling, which adds up to your savings. It can be integrated
into a new build or easily retrofitted. Systems that utilise
LED sources are smart in other ways too: longer lifetimes,
fewer replacements, less waste - and they’re free from
harmful mercury. A simple switch that provides excellent
cost savings and safeguards the guest experience.
Feel in control
Our control solutions ensure lights are only used when
needed, at a level that minimises energy consumption,
without jeopardising your guests’ comfort. And with our
integrated technologies, you only need one system to
interface with all your third party building services.

Getting what you need doesn’t have to mean wasting resources. It’s why we’re passionate about
energy sources that don’t deplete our planet’s limited reserves.
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Hospitality content overview
Our hospitality products can add value in many different ways throughout your hotel. In guest rooms and public
areas, indoors and outdoors.
04. Bars, restaurants and lounges

On the following pages you will find examples for seven typical areas of a hotel. The products shown are only a
small selection of what is available for that particular application.

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions

05. Wellness areas

\\ 03
\\ 05

\\ 04

01. Reception and lobbies

\\ 02

\\ 01

06. Conference and meeting
areas

\\ 06

02. Corridors and other areas of
transition

\\ 07

07. Outdoor areas
03. Guest rooms and suites
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01.

Feel welcome

Reception and lobbies
First impressions count. Here’s the perfect opportunity to create a great first impression with a
welcoming ambience, fused with a hint of excitement and professionalism, -at the entrance to
your hotel. Lighting can enhance this dynamic and often busy area where people come together,
get information and interact. As the day evolves into evening and night, lighting creates the right
atmosphere for the changing needs and expectations of your guests.

The best lighting effects in a reception or
lobby can be achieved by using LED lamps,
LED luminaires and the right controls. This
is demonstrated beautifully at the Marriott
Hotel, using controls to create exactly
the right ambience for welcoming guests.
Depending on the occasion, individual scenes
can be pre-programmed and selected at the
touch of a button. Our solutions also connect
seamlessly to guest management systems to
maximise room comfort at the same time as
minimising operational and maintenance costs.

By setting the scene in this way, lighting
creates an inviting and hospitable environment
that also helps with orientation and guidance.
A simple and effective way to distinguish
between active areas and meeting points and
those spaces designed for relaxation. What’s
more, a beautifully lit reception can also
attract the attention of people passing by who
could potentially be looking for somewhere
to stay.

StyliD
MASTER LEDspot LV MR16

LuxSpace
Dynalite controls

iColor Cove MX
PowerCore

Reception and lobby
solution
Marriott Hotel Malmö
Sweden
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions

80%

The Westin Palace
Brilliant savings by replacing 11,800 light bulbs in the Westin Palace
Hotel in Madrid.
Madrid, Spain
Architect: Arjan van den Bliek
Product solution:
Novallure LED candle

New solution, example
Novallure LED candle
Number of lamps
Energy saving
CO2 reduction (kg) over lifetime
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11,800
741 804 Kwh per year
which represents 7.9% of 2008 total consumption
318,975 k (equivalent of 15949 trees)

Savings on electricity bill

€ 67,700

Return on investment

10 months
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Marriott Hotel
A mixture of the latest energy-efficient LED products creates a
completely new look and feel for the Marriott Hotel, Amsterdam

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
General manager: Ronny A. Maier
Architect: Raum concept Munich
Product solution:
LuxSpace, Spot LED III, Zadora with MASTER
LEDspot MV GU10

“We are really looking forward to continuing our
relationship with Philips. They have proven to be
extremely innovative and a valuable partner in
enhancing our technology and guest experience while
lowering our costs and caring for the environment.”
Ronny A. Maier, General Manager Marriott Hotel

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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02.

Feel on track

Corridors and other areas of transition
A friendly guide throughout transition areas, lighting can help you to create a bright atmosphere
in building spaces with little or no natural daylight. Lighting solutions in ceilings and walls will guide
your guests to their rooms and promote a feeling of safety for people finding emergency exits or
staircases. Energy efficient and sustainable lighting, including smart controls, are key enablers for a
green and cost-effective solution in any environment that must be operational 24/7.

Some guests find long corridors disorientating
and claustrophobic. Lighting reverses this
effect, brightening walls and ceilings and
illuminating pictures and works of art to break
up the monotony. Glare-free lighting with
the right shadow effects can make stairwells
feel safer too – and reduce the chance of any
accidents happening.

In corridors, occupancy control is really
important. Solutions like OccuSwitch work
with any luminaire or lamp to switch lights
off when no one is around. A great way
to save up to 30% in energy use without
compromising the comfort of guests during
their stay.

StyliD

MASTER LEDspot MV GU10

TurnRound Spot
OccuSwitch

eW Fuse
Powercore

Corridors solution
Marriott Hotel Malmö
Sweden
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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up to
Moran Bewley’s Hotel
Moran Bewley’s Hotels switched to Philips MASTER LEDlamps and
achieved an impressive 80% energy saving.
Dublin, Ireland
Product solution:
MASTER LEDspot GU10

80%

“Running a hotel is a round the clock operation. Because it is 24/7, it is hardly
surprising that electricity costs are high but equally we realised that this offers
the most scope by switching to sustainable solutions. We were keen to adopt
the MASTER LEDlamps as we felt they would make a major contribution to our
objective with a fast return on investment but at the same time still provide a
great quality of light. After all, every element of our guest experience is vital to
us and the lighting has to reflect and support this.”
Michael Moran, Project Development Director for the Group

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
80%

Hilton Hotel
Hilton Amsterdam achieves significant energy and cost savings with
7W MASTER LED.

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Technical Service Manager: Nick Lakeman
Product solution:
MASTER LEDspot

“The long service life and energy
savings delivered by the MASTER
LED were precisely what we were
looking for. And because the lights
give off less heat, rooms require
less cooling, so there’s the potential
to make even more savings there.
It’s a real win-win situation.”

Burning hours (per year)
kWh/year
Service lifetime

Reference situation
35 W halogen

New solution, example
7 W MASTER LED

8760

8760

306

61

4,000

45,000

Energy saving

80%

Nick Lakeman, Technical Service Manager Hilton Amsterdam

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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03.

Feel comfortable

Guest rooms and suites
Personal comfort and ambience should always be your top priorities. Guests have their own individual
needs and expectations of what their hotel stay will be like. Whether they’re business travellers, city
hoppers or guests who want relaxation and pleasure, your hotel rooms should always offer them
maximum comfort. Functional lighting during the day will also enable cleaning staff to do their job
effectively. Lighting sets the atmosphere for individual moods and needs, while still being flexible whatever the time of day.

Innovations in LED lighting have happened
so quickly that the quality is now first class.
Choosing warm colours can also help to
reflect the subtle nuances and light sources
of your hotel, as is the case at the Gran Meliá
Palacio de Isora. Not only do our solutions
provide the perfect ambience for each guest
activity, a consistent user interface means that
controlling ambient functions is completely
effortless too.

MASTER LEDspot LV MR16

Spot LED

By replacing light sources with LED, you can
also expect to reduce lighting energy use over
a long lifetime of up to 45,000 hours, reducing
maintenance and operating costs. And
because LED lighting generates little heat, you
can expect to spend less on air-conditioning
too. So you can enjoy more energy savings
without compromising the guest experience.

StyliD
Dynalite
controls

iW Cove MX
Powercore

Guest rooms and suites
solution
Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora
Tenerife, Spain
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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up to
Scandic Palace Hotel reduces energy
by 62%

62%

The Scandic Palace Hotel is one of the most prominent and
well-known hotels in Copenhagen. The majority of the 4,390
light sources were replaced with energy-efficient LED. A long
reliable lifetime of 45,000 hours will also reduce operational and
maintenance costs.

Copenhagen, Denmark
Technical manager: Jan Brink-Pedersen
Product solution:
MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 4W, MASTER LEDspot
dimmable GU10 7W, LuxSpace, Fugato

New solution, example
MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 4W,
MASTER LEDspot dimmable GU10 7W,
LuxSpace, Fugato
Number of lamps

4,390

Service lifetime

45,000

Energy saving

62%

“Luckily, the development of LED lighting has speeded up so
much in recent years that the quality now is top-notch. For
example, in terms of colour, where we have chosen throughgoing, warm lighting, which is in accordance with the nuances
and light sources that were intended for the hotel.”
Jan Brink-Pedersen, Technical manager Scandic Palace Hotel

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
88%

Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora
The challenge for the Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora Hotel in Tenerife
was to find alternatives for conventional halogen lamps in the
bedrooms. LEDs were the ideal solution, requiring only 12W of
power to produce the same illumination as the 35W halogen
equivalents. The result is energy savings of 66% and a 463 kg/
year reduction in CO2 emissions per room. And thanks to an
average lifetime of 50,000 hours, the lighting requires little or no
maintenance. LEDs installed in the central ceiling dome of each
bedroom reduce consumption by a further 88%, and cut CO2
emissions by an additional 4,269 kg/year.
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain
Architect: INTERARQ: Valentina Rodríguez, Rebeca Pérez
Lighting designer: SIN MOLDES: Alicia Jorge, Carolina Requena
Product solution:
Spot LED, eW Cove Powercore, StyliD (recessed), eW Cove MX Powercore,
MASTER LEDlamps, Dynalite controls

New solution, example
Spot LED, eW Cove Powercore,
StyliD (recessed),
eW Cove MX Powercore,
MASTER LEDlamps,
Dynalite controls
Service lifetime
CO2 reduction (kg) per year
Energy saving

50,000
4,269
88%

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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The Scarlett Hotel
The luxury eco-hotel embraced best environmental practices for a
lighting scheme in harmony with the surroundings. Using just 3.36
watts per square metre, it provides guests with an unparalleled
ambience and sense of opulence.
Cornwall, UK
Product solution:
Dynalite controls

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
Rafayel hotel

60%

London’s Rafayel 5 star hotel sets new standards - high on luxury
but low on environmental impact.
By almost exclusively using LEDs, the hotel has reduced the total
energy consumption of its building by 60%. A saving that comes not
only from the reduced energy use of the LEDs, but also because
the building needs less cooling due to their low heat output.
London, UK
Lighting designer: Krishan Pattni (LATIS)
Product solutions:
LuxSpace, iColor Cove Powercore, MASTER LEDbulb 12-60W

“It was essential to give a feeling
of luxury and comfort to the
building, and the lighting had a key
part to play – not least because
little natural light reaches the
central spaces. Part of the reason
for using LEDs is that they are fully
controllable. You can make them
do what you want.”
Krishan Patnni, lighting designer

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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04.

Feel connected

Bars, restaurants and lounges
Your hotel is a place where people meet, unwind, socialise and simply enjoy the
experience. By creating the right ambience you can cater for different needs throughout
the day as well as special occasions. Make the atmosphere professional and refreshing
during the day, more intimate and laid back during the evening. Create an air of tranquillity
at night or make the lighting exciting and dynamic for parties. Lighting sets the mood that
enhances the guest experience.

With smart placement and optimised LED
controls, your lighting can be adapted to serve
any purpose, creating the perfect ambience
for lunch, dinner or drinks. By integrating LED
into existing surfaces and structures you can
light any desired atmosphere for your guests
- unique experiences, lasting memories and
warm intimacy. All by using dynamic scenes to
create vivid atmospheres or shades of white
light to suit the tone of the occasion.

There are practical things to consider too.
Guests need enough light to read menus
and see drinks behind the bar. Focal points
such as buffets need highlighting to attract
guests. And good colour rendering is essential
wherever you serve food, helping to tempt
guests and make everything look far more
appetising.

Novallure LEDcandle
iColor Accent MX
Powercore

iColor Flex
Dynalite controls

iW Cove Powercore

Bars, restaurants and
lounges solution
Ice Cafe
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
80%

Eibsee Hotel
Friendly and energy-efficient hotel lighting thanks to Philips’ LED
technology without compromise on the quality and ambience of
the lighting.

Grainau, Germany
Managing Director: Marc Rieppel

“We are proud of our friendly atmosphere which
helps our guests to feel very comfortable. As a result,
our lighting not only has to be energy efficient and
environmentally friendly, but also has to emit a warm
light. Philips was able to meet all these requirements.”
Marc Rieppel, Managing Director of the Eibsee Hotel

Product solution:
Novallure LED candle, MASTER LEDspot GU10 7W

New solution, example
Novallure LED candle,
MASTER LEDspot GU10 7W
Energy cost savings per year (€)
Return on investment
Energy saving

10,700
9 months
80%

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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up to
O’ Learys
To reduce heat generation from the restaurant lighting and improve
energy efficiency, LED luminaires were installed. Not only do LEDs
offer low heat emission, they’re also practically maintenance free.

80%

“The result from our new lighting solution has exceeded our expectations. Even
though halogen is better at projecting light, it stands no chance compared to LED
- especially now that you can see the overall result in the restaurant- it looks great!
The luminaires are modern and trendy and the guiding spots are well constructed.”
Robert Blomberg, Managing director at O’Learys Trollhättan

The luminaires contribute to the O’Learys concept to create a nice
and neat atmosphere in the restaurant.
Trollhättan, Sweden
Product solutions:
Spot LED II, eW Downlight, iCove RGB

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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PSV Stadium
PSV installed 100% LED in their stadium’s VIP room, including
dynamic lighting to set the right ambience for every event.
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
Product solutions:
StyliD, MASTER LED PAR38, LMX (dynamic colours)

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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05.

Feel relaxed

Wellness areas
Guests love to relax and unwind with a visit to the sauna or swimming
pool. Taking a soothing massage or having a beauty treatment in a tranquil
ambience will improve their feeling of well-being.

The ultimate lighting solution will make your
guests feel totally at ease in all your wellness
areas. From underwater lighting to dimmable
spots we have everything you need to help
them recharge their batteries. And with the
stylish ToBeTouched “Light Wheel”, they can
even change the brightness, colour, saturation
and colour temperature of the light to suit
their mood.

AmphiLux

In well-being areas and sports facilities
it’s important to create an impression of
cleanliness and hygiene. Lighting can help here
too, enhancing the experience in these areas
without causing accessibility problems for your
staff when it comes to maintenance. Special
lighting solutions can even be used to enhance
swimming pools and sauna rooms with high
levels of humidity.

StyliD recessed
ToBeTouched
controller

iW Cove MX Powercore

Wellness areas solution
Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora
Lighting designer: SIN MOLDES: Alicia Jorge, Carolina Requena
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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Limerick Spa
This private spa, in the basement of a 19th Century family house,
was part of an ambitious extension and renovation project. It
includes a 17.5-metre swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna, steam room
and gymnasium. The lighting in a series of calming, coherent and
relaxing spaces in the newly carved-out basement complements
the forms while creating a suitable ambience for the tranquil
subterranean retreat.
Dublin, Ireland
Lighting design: Lighting Design International
Architect: Carmody Groarke
Product solution:
iW Cove MX Powercore

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
Rafayel

60%

London’s Rafayel 5 star hotel sets new standards - high on luxury
but low on environmental impact.
By almost exclusively using LEDs, the hotel has reduced the total
energy consumption of its building by 60%. A saving that comes not
only from the reduced energy use of the LEDs, but also because
the building needs less cooling due to their low heat output.
London, UK
Lighting designer: Krishan Pattni (LATIS)
Product solutions:
LuxSpace, Cove Powercore, MASTER LEDlamps

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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06.

Feel productive

Conference and meeting areas
Functional and effective lighting is essential if people are to use their time as productively
as possible. During the day, highly energy efficient light sources and luminaires can offer
the best illumination at the lowest cost. At night, they can transform your meeting or
conference room into a spectacular gala or dancing hall. When lighting adapts so beautifully
to any occasion or activity, it’s an even a bigger selling point for your hotel facilities.

Lighting has a profound effect on the way
people feel. Tailor it to create the perfect
ambience for the task at hand and you can
make your conference or meeting room a far
more effective space, enhancing well-being,
creating excitement or providing an air of
quiet calm.

MASTER LEDbulb 12-60W

LuxSpace

Our innovative solutions take LED lighting to
new levels of sophistication. Not only do they
allow you to connect or disconnect rooms
automatically, they also integrate perfectly
with audio-visual equipment. The clever
features bring out the best in your facilities
setting the right atmosphere for meeting,
presentations and creative activities. They
even enhance the appearance of your meeting
rooms with user panels in a range of stylish
designs and finishes.

OccuPlus

Dynalite controls

iW Cove MX
Powercore

Conference and meeting
areas solution
Michael Graves
UK
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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KUBE hotel
A dynamic lighting installation creates a comfortable atmosphere
and increases the sense of well-being.
LED provides KUBE with the right combination of flexibility,
durability and low operating costs. Dynamic lighting is used to
create a comfortable atmosphere that promotes a sense of wellbeing for guests who use the hotel’s meeting facilities.
Saint Tropez, France
Product solution:
LuxSpace, iColor Cove Powercore

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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07.

Feel recognised

Outdoor areas
Turn your hotel into a landmark that people will remember and recognise. Your façade
is your most potent calling card. Make it distinctive and eye catching and you could even
generate significant amounts of extra revenue. Express your hotel’s unique identity with
white lights, dynamic ambiences or subtle colour settings. Whatever it takes to create the
most impact and make a real statement in your environment.

New technologies allow you to paint dynamic
and scene settings effects with light. Dimming
solutions can be used for softer ambiences
and changing programmes adapt the light
to suit different occasions or communicate
seasonal messages. With our special lighting
controls you can use light in the most
sustainable way, reducing energy consumption
and light spillage at the same time as
improving your hotel’s credentials.

iColor/eW Reach Powercore

At night, outdoor lighting schemes help guests
to adapt from brightly illuminated areas to
the dark conditions outside. Not only do they
provide guidance and reassurance, they also
create an enchanting spectacle for your guests
to enjoy from their hotel rooms. Lighting can
also transform your gardens and terraces into
magical spaces for guests to enjoy after dark
– all without producing light spillage that may
disturb their sleep at night.

eW/ColorBurst Powercore

iPlayer3 Controller

iColorGraze

Outdoor areas
solution
Palacio Diputacion
Palencia, Spain
www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
80%

InterContinental Hotel and Crown
Plaza Hotel
The InterContinental Hotels have replaced their exterior façade
with dynamic, architectural LED lighting solutions. All the interior
lighting will be completed in phase two, covering a total of 35,000
light points in hotel rooms, suites and public areas.
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Product solution:
iColor Accent Powercore

Light points
Savings in CO2 emissions per year in kg
Savings on electricity bill

35,000
2,000,000
80%

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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save
up to
The Premier Inn

87%

A great example of how lighting can be practical as well as
environmentally friendly.
Not only did the new lighting installation have to provide the same
high impact visual appeal as the existing floodlights, it had to offer
energy savings and exceptional low maintenance too.
Achieving the right balance between creating dimension and shape
and avoiding nuisance light spillage was of paramount importance.
London, UK
Product solution:
LEDline2

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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LED uplamping overview
Old

New

Type

Socket
Base

Wattage

Ambiance
70-80% less energy

GLS A55

E27

25W

MASTER LEDbulb 6-25W dim

40W

MASTER LEDbulb 8-40W dim

LED

“Hospitality is increasingly focussed on personalising
the guest experience. I can show you innovative
lighting solutions that will create a warm welcome and
unique ambience to make your hotel more attractive.
Sustainable lighting that will minimise your energy use at
the same time as maximising the guest experience.”

60W

MASTER LEDbulb 12-60W dim

GLS Reflector NR63

E27

40W

MASTER LEDspot MV PAR20 dim

GLS Candle B35

E14

10W

Novallure Candle 2-10W

15W

Novallure Candle 3-15W dim

10W

Novallure Lustre 2-10W

15W

Novallure Lustre 3-15W

GLS Lustre P45

E14 / E27

GLS PAR38

E27

100W

MASTER LEDspot PAR38 17-100W

Halogen MR16

GU5.3

20W

MASTER LEDspot MR16 4-20W

35W

MASTER LEDspot MR16 7-35W dim

50W

MASTER LEDspot MR16 10-50W dim

Halogen MR11

GU4.0

20W

MASTER LEDspot MR11 4-20W

Halogen GU10

GU10

35W

W MASTER LEDspot GU10 Perfect Fit 3-35W

35W

MASTER LEDspot GU10 Perfect Fit 4-35 dim

50W

MASTER LEDspot GU10 7-50W dim

Halogen Caps LV

G4

10W

MASTER LEDcapsule G4 2-10W

Halogen R111

G53

50W

MASTER LED AR111 LV 10-50W

Find out more at: www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions
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Product
overview
Philips has a complete range of lighting
solutions for every hospitality application or
lighting requirement.

01. Reception and lobbies

02. Corridors and other
transition areas

03. Guest rooms and suites

04. Bars, restaurants and
lounges

05. Wellness areas

06. Conference and meeting
areas

07. Outdoor areas

SpotLED

eW Fuse Powercore

StyliD

Novallure LEDcandle

AmphiLux

iW Cove MX Powercore

iColor Graze

• 80% energy saving
• Complete design concept
• Dimmable for scene setting

• Full range of surface grazing and wall-washing applications
• Ultra-compact form, suitable for tight spaces
• Similar light output as conventional grazing fixtures

• Wide range, and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Sparkling warm light
• 80% energy saving
• Classical slender shape, fitting with E14 holders

• Sleek Italian design with a stylish chrome finish
• Available in 3 tones of white and dynamic colour
• Easy to install

• High performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

• Colour (changing) accent highlighting, wall washing
• Every 30cm section can be individually controlled
• Slim form

Dynalite controls

TurnRound

SpotLED

iColor Flex

StyliD recessed

MASTER LEDbulb 12-60W

iColor/eW Reach Powercore

• Create the right ambience for welcoming your guests
• Seamlessly connects to guest management system
• Reduction of operational and maintenance costs

• Compact stylish design
• Available in fixed and adjustable versions
• Easy to install and maintain

• 80% energy saving
• Complete design concept
• Dimmable for scene setting

• Generates extraordinary effects
• Create magic walls behind translucent materials
• Used to create subtle lighting effects up to real time video

• Wide range, and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Radiates light in all directions
• Unique, dimmable 60W incandescent replacement
• 100% retrofittable, energy class A

• High-performance architectural floodlight
• Illuminate large-scale façades/structures
• Light projection of over 150 meters

iColor Cove MX Powercore

OccuSwitch

eW Cove QLX Powercore

Dynalite controls

iW Cove MX Powercore

LuxSpace

iPlayer3 controller

• High-intensity light for alcoves and accents
• Dynamic effects, saturated colours
• Continuous streams of light to achieve curves

• Auto switch off saves energy
• Versatile, reliable, works with any luminaire
• Screen off areas to avoid activation

• High quality and quantity of white or solid colour light
• Wall/ceiling glow effects, wall washing, and indirect lighting
• Guaranteed uniformity and consistency of hue and colour

• Create the perfect ambience for lunch, dinner or drinks
• Dynamic scenes to create vivid atmospheres
• Optimised LED control

• High performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

• Compact, stand alone, show storage and playback device
• ColorPlay 3 light show authoring software
• For installations up to 340 unique light addresses

MASTER LEDspot LV

StyliD

MASTER LEDspot LV

Zadora MASTER LED

ToBeTouched

Dynalite controls

MASTER LED PAR38

• Scene setting: warm and cool white, dimmable spot
• Up to 80% energy saving (vs. 50W halogen lamp)
• Less maintenance costs due to long lifetime

• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Scene setting: warm and cool white, dimmable spot
• Up to 80% energy saving (vs. 50W halogen lamp)
• Less maintenance costs due to long lifetime

• Replaceable LED light source
• Energy saving
• Long lifetime

• Easy to use
• Stylish design with a glow ring that lights up on approach
• Easy installation

• Create the perfect ambience for the task at hand
• Join or unjoin rooms automatically
• Integrate with Audio/Visual equipment

• Save up to 80% in electricity costs
• Less maintenance costs due to long lifetime

LuxSpace

MASTER LEDspot MV

Dynalite controls

iColor Accent MX Powercore

TurnRound IP54

DayZone

eW/ColorBurst Powercore

• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

• Potential return on investment within one year
• Retrofit and compatible, easy installation
• Scene setting: warm and cool white, dimmable spot

• Create the perfect ambience for the activity
• Consistent user interface for all ambient functions
• Energy savings without concession to guest experiences

• Create long ribbons of colour and colour-changing effects
• Display large-scale video, intricately designed effects
• Seamless integration in building facade possible

• Water resistant luminaire
• Stylish design
• Easy to install

• Inspiring design
• Sustainable solution
• Excellent visual comfort

• Choice of lighting effects
• Flexibility in mounting
• Efficient power output control and easy installation

iW Cove MX Powercore

OccuPlus

AmphiLux

• High performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

• Daylight regulation
• Occupancy control
• Save 55% on energy costs

• Sleek Italian design with a stylish chrome finish
• Available in 3 tones of white and dynamic colour
• Easy to install

Find out more at:
www.philips.com/catalog
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